Summit Road Society
Tactical Plan 2020-2024
for Predator Free Port Hills
The Summit Road Society launched Predator Free Port
Hills in November 2016. This is a backyard trapping
project which aims to effectively eliminate rats,
possums and mustelids from the hills by 2050.
Our vision is to protect native species and to see their
populations flourish in our lifetimes. Ultimately, we
want the Port Hills to become predator free with
thriving native wildlife in our neighbourhoods, local
parks and reserves, farmland and bush areas.

Overall Objectives
1. To work collaboratively with local and central
government, other conservation groups and
local communities to suppress and eventually
eradicate predators from the Port Hills
2. To restore our native wildlife to the hills
3. To engage the hearts and minds of Port Hills and
Christchurch residents in backyard trapping and
in the vision of a Predator Free Port Hills and
Pest Free Banks Peninsula
4. To provide a buffer zone from residential
Christchurch to the rest of Banks Peninsula

We are committed to protecting and restoring
indigenous biodiversity on the hills.

Engaging communities to work together
to make our hills predator free

Operational Goals 2020-2024
1. To progressively increase the number of Port Hills households trapping, with the goal of one in
five households (4000 households) trapping by 2024.
2. To provide information, advice, training and ongoing support to backyard trappers to ensure they
are achieving the best results possible. This will be achieved by:
 Organising at least three trapping workshops per year
 Producing at least three newsletters per year
 Providing regular updates on social media
3. To increase local connection and community through neighbourhood and community events and
forums. This will achieved by:
 Organising at least two events for local coordinators per year
 Supporting coordinators with local community initiatives such as market days, fêtes,
community newsletters, mailbox drops and trap building days
4. To implement a monitoring programme measuring trap catches, residual predator populations
and biodiversity outcomes to measure success and identify changes needed

Some of the native fauna
and flora found on Banks
Peninsula; clockwise from
top left Spotted Skink
(Scotty B More, Nature
Watch), Yellow Eyed
Penguin (Bernard Spragg,
Wikimedia Commons), Tui
(Kahuroa, Wikimedia
Commons), Jewelled Gecko
(Mike68Lusk, Nature
Watch), South Island
Rifleman (Jane Gosden,
Nature Watch), South Island
Tomtit (Nga Manu Images),
Moreport/Ruru (Peter
Halasz, Wikimedia
Commons), Kereru/Wood
Pigeon (Mark Parker,
Nature Watch), Canterbury
Tree Weta, centre image
Fantail/Piwakawaka
(Bernard Spragg, Wikimedia
Commons).

